The genetic, proteomic, disease and pharmacological studies have generated rich data in protein interaction, disease regulation and drug activities useful for systems-level study of the biological, disease and drug therapeutic processes. These studies are facilitated by the established and the emerging computational methods. More recently, the network descriptors developed in other disciplines have become more increasingly used for studying the protein-protein, gene regulation, metabolic, disease networks. There is an inadequate coverage of these useful network features in the public web servers. We therefore introduced upto 313 literaturereported network descriptors in PROFEAT web server, for describing the topological, connectivity and complexity characteristics of undirected unweighted (uniform binding constants and molecular levels), undirected edge-weighted (varying binding constants), undirected node-weighted (varying molecular levels), undirected edge-node-weighted (varying binding constants and molecular levels) and directed unweighted (oriented process) networks. The usefulness of the PROFEAT computed network descriptors is illustrated by their literature-reported applications in studying the protein-protein, gene regulatory, gene co-expression, proteindrug and metabolic networks. PROFEAT is accessible free of charge at http://bidd2.nus.edu.sg/cgi-bin/profeat2016/main.cgi.
Introduction
Quantitative analysis of biological networks is needed for more extensive study of biological [1] , disease [2] and pharmacological [3] processes. These analyses can be facilitated by the knowledge of the network descriptors that characterize the connectivity, organizational, robustness and stability properties of the biological [1, 4, 5] , disease [2, [6] [7] [8] and drug-targeted networks [3, [9] [10] [11] . A number of network descriptors have initially been developed for describing network architectures and communication phenomena in such areas as sociology and communications. For instance, the centrality indices and betweenness represent the degree of centralization of a network and the points of influence in the network of sociological studies [12] ; the clustering coefficient models the structural trends and relations in interpersonal relationships [13] ; and the compactness and stress indices characterize the internal structure of a communication network [14] .
Some of these network descriptors have been applied for studying biological, disease and drug-targeted networks, which to a large extent share the same architectural features with other complex networks [1] . So far, the established network theory or graph theory, from the field of mathematics and computer science, has facilitated to reveal enrichment patterns, systematic understandings, high-level relationships and network-based clues in biological networks [8, 15] . For instance, the betweenness centrality has been used for the modularity analysis of interaction information in a liver central carbon metabolism network [16] and for the assessment of protein druggability based on the profiles of the drug targets in the human protein network [17] . The clustering coefficient and topological coefficient have been used for analyzing the organizational properties of the human protein network [18] . The neighborhood connectivity has been applied for measuring the specificity and stability of the protein networks [19] . Nonetheless, a substantial number of the network descriptors have not yet been used but are potentially useful for the analysis of a more variety of features of biological networks. For instance, the geographical indices for transportation systems [20] are potentially useful for describing the spatial and structural features of a biological network, and the topological robustness measurement for the social networks [21] can be potentially used for measuring the robustness or the alternative signaling capability of biological networks.
A number of resources are available for computing network descriptors, particularly Cytoscape [22] , NAViGaTOR [23] , Gephi [24] , VANESA [25] , Pajek [26] , SpectralNET [27] , PINA [28] , Hubba [29] , GraphWeb [30] , tYNA [31] and VisANT [32] that enable the computation of approximately 23, 13, 10, 10, 9, 9, 8, 6, 4, 4 and 3 network descriptors, respectively (Table 1) . Moreover, users knowledgeable of the respective programming languages can use Python library NetworkX [33] , R packages igraph [34] and QuACN [35] for computing $100 network properties. However, these programming-based tools are hardly applicable for the users without computation expertise [36] . Compared with the literature-reported network descriptors (Tables 2 and 3) , these resources cover a limited number of network descriptors, and some of the uncovered network descriptors have been applied in systems biology studies. For instance, the PageRank centrality from Google search algorithm has been used for analyzing the metabolic networks and gene regulatory networks [51, 52, 68] ; the interconnectivity has been applied to prioritize the disease-associated genes [41] [42] [43] , and the weighted clustering coefficient has been used to predict the significant genes in gene co-expression network [56, 69] . Table 1 . List of the network descriptors provided by the existing publically accessible tools that do not require programing skill Tool name (no. of provided descriptors) [Ref] List of descriptors
Node level Network level
Cytoscape (23) [22] Degree, in/out-degree, number of self-loops, clustering coefficient, topological coefficient, neighborhood connectivity, avg shortest path length, eccentricity, radiality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, stress
Number of nodes/edges/self-loops, density, diameter, radius, centralization, heterogeneity, avg number of neighbors, characteristic path length
Materials and methods
The PROFEAT computed network descriptors are broadly grouped into two groups. The first group (Table 2, Supplementary Table S1 and Section E.1) consists of the node-level descriptors that represent the connectivity profiles to the immediate neighbors (degree and triangle) and the next immediate neighbors (clustering coefficient), and the centrality measure based on the distance to all the other nodes (closeness centrality) and the number of shortest paths passing through the studied node (betweenness centrality). Clustering coefficient used to illustrate the hierarchical architecture of metabolism [1, 37] , identify the functional modules from genomic associations [38] , and predict protein function by network-based methods [39] .Degree and clustering coefficient used to validate if the experimental drugs are more associated with existing proteins in the drug-target network [9] , and predict candidate genes in coronary artery disease [40] .Topological coefficient and clustering coefficient used to identify high-confidence interactions in a large-scale PPI network [18] .Neighborhood connectivity applied for measuring the specificity and stability of protein networks [19] .Interconnectivity applied to prioritize the disease-associated genes in drug target discovery [41] [42] [43] .
Connectivity to next immediate neighbors
Clustering coefficient, neighborhood connectivity, topological coefficient, interconnectivity, bridging coefficient Distance relationships to all other nodes
Average shortest path length, distance sum, eccentricity, eccentric, deviation, distance deviation, radiality
Eccentricity and distance deviation used to prioritize the metabolic biomarkers in obesity [44] .Radiality used to analyze gene regulatory networks [45] . Centrality measure based on distance to all other nodes Closeness centrality (avg, sum) eccentricity centrality, harmonic centrality, residual centrality
Betweenness centrality, degree centrality, bridging centrality and other centrality measures used to expose the relationship between network topology and system function of proteins [3, 40, [46] [47] [48] , classify the important nodes in drug discovery [49] and understand genes implicated in disease [50] .
Centrality measure based on shortest paths passing thru the studied node Stress centrality, betweenness centrality, normalized betweenness, bridging centrality Centrality measure based on degree or/and neighbors' centrality Degree centrality, page rank centrality, eigenvector centrality
PageRank centrality used to identify protein target in metabolic networks [51] , identify candidate marker genes for prognostic prediction of pancreatic cancer patients [52] .Eigenvector centrality, together with other centralities, were applied to predict the synthetic genetic interactions [53, 54] . Edge-weighted descriptor Strength, assortativity, disparity, geometric mean of triangles, edge-weighted local clustering coeff (Barrat's, Onnela's, Zhang's, Holme's)
The strength of the associations between genes was used as the edge weight in gene co-expression analysis [55] .Edgeweighted clustering coefficient was used to predict the significant genes in gene co-expression network [56] , or a general biology system [57] . Node-weighted descriptor Node weight, node-weighted cross degree, node-weighted local clustering coeff. Directed and unweighted descriptor
In-degree, out-degree, directed local clustering coefficient, neighborhood connectivity (only-in), neighborhood connectivity (onlyout), neighborhood connectivity (in and out), average directed neighbor degree
In/out-degree have been applied for five directed biological networks, to identify and ranks the regulators in the networks [58] .
These descriptors are illustrated in Figure 1 . In detail, Degree deg i is the number of nodes directly connected to the studied node [1] .
A ij A ik A jk 'implies the level of segregation, and it is the basis for measuring the network transitivity [60] . Clustering Coefficient cluster i of node i is locally defined as 'cluster i ¼ 
where N is number of nodes, e i is the number of connected pairs among all neighbors of node i and e i ¼ 0 if a node has less than two neighbors [75] . The global average clustering coefficient characterizes the overall tendency of the nodes to form groups or clusters in the network [1] . Closeness Centrality of a node is defined as the reciprocal of its average shortest path length in the graph, which is a measure of how fast information spreads from a given node to the other reachable nodes in the network [76] . 'centralityCloseness i ¼
', where D ij represents the shortest path length between node i and node j, computed based on the Dijkstra's algorithm [77] . Betweenness Centrality 'centralityBetweenness i ¼ P s6 ¼i6 ¼t rstðiÞ rst 0 indicates the number of times a node i serves as a linking bridge along the shortest path between two nodes s and t, where node s and node t are different from node i in the network, r st (i) is the number of shortest paths from s to t passing through i, and r st is the number of shortest paths from s to t [16, 78] .
The second group (Table 3, Supplementary Table S2 and Section E.2) includes network-level features, including the network connectivity descriptors (degree centralization and heterogeneity) [59] , the eigenvalue-based network complexity descriptor (graph energy) [79] and the entropy-based network complexity descriptor (information content of degree equality) [80] . Connectivity Centralization (or namely degree centralization) is useful for Characteristic path length and global efficiency used to describe the brain neuro-connectivity network [60] .
Topological index based on connectivity
Edge complexity index, randic connectivity index, atombond connectivity index, Zagreb index (1, 2, modified, augmented, variable), Narumi index, Narumi geometric index, Narumi harmonic index, alpha index, beta index, pi index, eta index, hierarchy, robustness, medium articulation
Randic connectivity index and Zagreb indices applied to access the complexity in chemistry and biology [61, 62] .Medium articulation evaluated for measuring the graph features of PPI, genetic interaction, and metabolic networks [63] . Wiener index, BalabanJ index and Graph complexity index used to access the complexity in chemistry and biology [61, 62] .BalabanJ index used to classify the metabolic networks from three domains of life [64] .Efficiency complexity assessed for measuring the graph features of PPI, genetic interaction and metabolic networks [63] . Entropy-based complexity Shannon's entropy-derived information content of (degree equality/edge equality/edge magnitude/distance degree/distance degree equality), radial centric information index, distance degree compactness, distance degree centric index, graph distance complexity, information layer index, Bonchev information index (1, 2, 3), Balaban-like information index (1, 2)
Radial centric information index used to classify the metabolic networks from three domains of life [64] .Bonchev indices, and some other entropybased measures evaluated for possible use in areas of biology and chemistry [65, 66] .
Eigenvalue-based complexity
Graph energy, laplacian energy, spectral radius, Estrada index, Laplacian Estrada index, Quasi-Weiner index, Mohar index (1, 2), graph index complexity, 50 Dehmer's eigenvalue properties based on matrices of (adjacency/Laplacian/distance/distance path/augmented vertex degree/extended adjacency/vertex connectivity/random walk Markov/weighted structural function 1/weighted structural function 2)
Dehmer proposed a set of 50 eigenvalue-based descriptors, which possess high discriminative power to capture structural information of graphs, to predict biological and pharmacological properties [67] .Graph index complexity was discussed in measuring the graph features of real-world systems, including PPI network, genetic interaction network and metabolic network [63] . Edge-weighted descriptors
Weighted transitivity, edge-weighted global clustering coeff (Barrat's, Onnela's, Zhang's, Holme's)
Weighted transitivity used to describe the brain neuro-connectivity network [60] . Node-weighted descriptor Total node weight, node-weighted global clustering coeff Directed and unweighted descriptor
In-degree (max, avg, min), out-degree (max, avg, min), directed global clustering coefficient
In/out-degree applied for directed biological networks, to identify and rank the regulators in the networks [58] .
distinguishing such characteristics as highly connected networks (e.g. star shaped) or decentralized networks, which have been used for studying the structural differences of metabolic networks [81] . Heterogeneity measures the variation of the connectivity distribution, such that reflecting the tendency of a network to have hubs. This heterogeneity index is biologically meaningful, as biological networks are usually heterogeneous with some central nodes highly connected and the rest of the nodes having few connections in the network. These two descriptors are computed as follows: network density variable is defined as ' À density G 'and the heterogeneity is calculated by 'heterogeneity G ¼
. Graph Energy of a network is defined as the sum of the absolute value of all nonzero eigenvalues {k 1 , k 2 . . . k k } based on the adjacency matrix 'Energy G ¼ P k i¼1 jk i j' [79] . Information Content of Degree Equality measures the probability distribution of vertex degree '
where N d i is the number of nodes having the same degree, and k d is the maximum of degree [80] .
To support the analysis of biological networks with varying binding constants and varying molecular levels, PROFEAT also supports the computation of the edge/node-weighted descriptors. For instances, the edge-weighted clustering coefficient [56, 69] , the node-weighted cross degree, the node-weighted local clustering coefficient [82] and the directed local clustering coefficient [60] . Edge-Weighted Clustering Coefficient has been applied to the prediction of the significant genes in gene coexpression network [56, 69] and it is given by 'cluster [82] are useful for analyzing the networks with heterogeneous node weights, which has been recently derived for Earth's spatial network and international trade network study. These descriptors are computed by the following procedure: first, the extended adjacency matrix 'ExtA ij ¼ A ij þ d ij ' is computed, where A ij is the adjacency relationship between node i and node j, and d ij is Kronecker's delta constant. The node-weighted cross degree is calculated by
where the NW i is the node weight of node i, and the node-weighted local clustering coefficient is then computed by the formula 'cluster
, which works only if the node-weighted cross degree is not zero, otherwise the local clustering coefficient will be assumed to be zero. Directed Local Clustering Coefficient has been introduced to measure the brain connectivity, as the neuro-connection is considered as a directed link [60] . This descriptor is defined by 'cluster 
Results
To facilitate more extensive use of network descriptors in systems biology studies, we added the biological network descriptor computational module in PROFEAT web server at (http:// bidd2.nus.edu.sg/cgi-bin/profeat2016/network/profnew.cgi). $100 x x x x igraph [34] $100 x x x x QuACN [35] $100 PROFEAT network descriptor module is composed of five data input fields, each for computing one of the five network types (undirected unweighted, undirected edge-weighted, undirected node-weighted, undirected edge-node-weighted and directed un-weighted networks). Given an input network file, each type of network descriptors can be computed by uploading the file in a particular input field followed by the click of the 'Submit' button at the bottom of the input fields. Once the job is submitted, the network is read and the adjacency matrix is stored in hashable dictionary data type for faster data access. The deep-firstsearch is then carried out to check and split the disconnected networks if any. The adjacency-based shortest path lengths and the edge-weighted shortest path lengths are computed and also stored in hashable data matrices, and followed by the calculation of each descriptor according to its computation algorithm (Supplementary Section E). The output can be retrieved in two ways. For the jobs of smaller network sizes, the output is directly displayed at the automatically popup PROFEAT output window, with a download bottom to save the output file. For the jobs of larger network sizes the output is directed to a file stored at a URL such as http://bidd2.nus.edu.sg/cgi-bin/pro feat2016/network/profeat-result.cgi?uid¼net-x, where (x ¼ 0, 1, 2,. . .) is a uniquely assigned network id for each individual job, which is accessible to view and save the output descriptors sometime later. The flowchart for computing the network descriptors is given in Figure 2 , and the examples of the input and output of different network types are provided in Figure 3 and Supplementary Tables S3-S9 .
Input files
The input network file can be in either Simple interaction file (SIF) or Nested network file (NET) format, which have been widely used for storing biological interaction and network data in such databases as the Pathway Commons [72] and by such software as Cytoscape [22] and Pajek [26] . Specifically, the SIF format (illustrated in Figure 3 ) is tab-delimited, specifying the two interacting nodes in each column, with another column of relationship type in between the two node columns, i.e. [node A] tab [relationship] tab [node B]. In the NET format (also illustrated in Figure 3 ), the input data are in three sections, the *vertices section lists all the nodes, the *edges section contains all the undirected interactions between two nodes with an optional edge weight in the third column and the *arcs section includes all the directed interactions pointing from the earlier node to the later node. The output file is in a tab-delimited text file format composed of (1) the header section with each row starting with the character '!' followed by the network name, total number of networks, nodes and edges respectively, (2) the nodelevel descriptors section with each row showing the descriptor index, name and value for every node in the network (the node label is provided in the first row) and (3) the network-level descriptors section with each row showing the descriptor index, name and value. The input of a sample network in the SIF and NET format and the typical output are provided in Figure 3 . The descriptor indices are described in Supplementary Section A, and the descriptor algorithms are given in Supplementary Section E.
Required information
The required information for computing the network descriptors is as follows: First, for an undirected unweighted network, only adjacency information is needed, and only unweighted descriptors are generated. interaction and closer relation [60] . Such that the weighteddistance-related descriptors are calculated based on the reciprocal of edge weights. Third, the undirected node-weighted network needs an additional node weight file as [node label] tab [node weight], where the node label should be correctly matched to the network file, and the node weight could be gene expression level, protein/metabolite level, etc. Fourth, the undirected edge-node-weighted network requires the edgeweighted network file and the node weight file together to calculate the network descriptors. For all weighted networks, the weight normalization is carried out, such that weighted features will be calculated based on both the original weight and the normalized weight. Lastly, consider a directed unweighted network, the SIF file is differently defined: for the two interacting nodes in each line, the earlier one points to the latter one:
gives (A!B). Additionally, if there are multiple disconnected networks included in one single input file, PROFEAT is able to automatically detect each connected network, rank them by the number of nodes and output the descriptors for each one, respectively. An illustrative example for such case study is given in the Supplementary Section B.8 and Supplementary Table S9 .
Evaluation of the performance of PROFEAT
We evaluated the CPU time of PROFEAT in computing the complete set of network descriptors for 30 GO biological processspecific PPI networks of five different network types and various
Network Input in SIF Format Input in NET Format
Output sizes (Table 5 ). These networks were constructed as follows: first, the human PPIs were collected from HPRD (Human Protein Reference Database) [74] ; second, the GO annotation information for each protein was extracted from UniProt Database [83] ; third, the proteins and the PPIs were mapped against the biological process annotations from GOslims Gene Ontology [84] ; and finally, the human PPI network associated with each specific GO biological process was constructed. We selected 30 GO biological process networks with varying number of nodes from 52 to 2616 and different number of edges from 51 to 4664. Each of the 30 networks was constructed into five different types. The first four types are undirected unweighted, edge-weighted, nodeweighted and edge-node-weighted networks with the edge weights or node weights randomly generated. The fifth type is the directed unweighted network with the direction of each edge tentatively assigned from the left node to the right node in the input of SIF Format.
The CPU time of the tested networks, measured on a Dell OptiPlex9010 Intel Core i7-3770 3.4 GHz CPU, are summarized in Table 5 and Figure 4 . Specifically, the CPU time for the unweighted network is within 1 min for a network having no more than 500 nodes or 600 edges, the CPU time is <5 min if the network size is less than 1000 nodes or 1300 edges, while the CPU time increases to >80 min if the network gets larger than 2600 nodes or 4600 edges. On the other hand, the CPU time for the edge-weighted network is <50 min if the network size is no more than 1200 nodes or 1700 edges, and it takes >400 min if the network size is bigger than 2600 nodes or 4600 edges.
We further evaluated the PROFEAT computed values of a selected set of network descriptors and the job execution times in comparison with those of the three popular tools NetworkX, Cytoscape and Gephi. The evaluated network descriptors are degree, number of triangles, local/global clustering coefficient, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, connectivity centralization and heterogeneity. These descriptors were computed for three undirected unweighted networks, which are (1) PPI network for GO:0030705 cytoskeleton intracellular transport with 107 nodes and 123 edges, (2) PPI network for GO:0009790 embryo development with 390 nodes and 415 edges and (3) PPI network for GO:0007267 cell-cell signaling with 1202 nodes and 1737 edges. Because it was difficult to directly measure the CPU time on the three popular tools, we used the job execution time (from the time of file input to the time of file output, which is roughly CPU time plus 3 s on PROFEAT) for the measurement. The comparative results are presented in Table 6 , Supplementary Section C and Supplementary Tables S10-S12. network is substantially higher than those of the three popular tools (9 min versus 30-60 s). The longer job execution times of PROFEAT arise from its computation of the full set of network descriptors in contrast to the computation of a smaller subset of descriptors by the other tools.
Discussion
The usefulness of the network descriptors in characterizing the connectivity, organizational, robustness and stability properties of the protein-protein, disease, metabolic and drug targeted networks are illustrated in the following cases of literaturereported studies. These are the study of the topological properties of the human protein-protein network [18] , the characteristics of the protein encoding the house-keeping genes and tissue-specific genes in the protein-protein network of specific human tissues [85] , the exploration of network descriptors for identifying [86] and analyzing [87] metabolic pathways and for studying evolutional features [88] and phylogenetic relationships [89] , the investigation of the target-like characteristics of therapeutic targets in the human protein-protein network [9, 17] and the disease network [9] , and the feasibility assessment of using drug target relevant network descriptors for developing machine learning target prediction models [17] . The taxonomy of the biological problems and the use of network indicators discussed here are summarized in Supplementary Section D and Supplementary Table S12 .
Study of the topological properties of the human protein-protein network and the characteristics of specific protein classes
The extensive studies of PPI have generated rich knowledge and data for the investigation of the network behavior of proteins. For instance, a PPI map has been constructed as a resource for annotating the proteome, which has been used for probing the topological properties of the human protein-protein network that connects 1705 human proteins via 3186 interactions [18] . Based on the analysis of the network descriptors of this network, it was found that the average clustering coefficient, a Figure 4 . CPU time (mins) in computing the complete set of network descriptors for the networks described in Table 5 with respect to the number of nodes (left) and the number of edges (right). A colour version of this figure is available at BIB online: https://academic.oup.com/bib. The next three descriptors are network-level properties, globally describing the entire network.
measure of the tendency of the proteins to form groups, diminishes when the number of interactions per protein increases, indicating a hierarchical organization of the network. Moreover, the topological coefficient, a measure of the extent to which a protein shares interaction partners with other proteins, decreases with the number of connections, suggesting that hubs do not have more common neighbors than proteins with fewer connections. Moreover, a study has been conducted to analyze the topological and organizational properties of the proteins encoded by the house-keeping and tissue-specific genes in the human protein-protein networks of specific human tissues [85] . The tissue-specific networks of 19 tissue types were generated by mapping the tissue-specific gene expression data of the Human Gene Expression Index database [90] to those of the Human Protein Reference Database [91] . There are 149-203 housekeeping genes and 8-318 tissue-specific genes with 464-1933 interactions in the network of each tissue type. Three network descriptors (degree, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality) of the house-keeping and tissue-specific genes were analyzed in comparison with the expected mean values of randomly selected proteins in the human protein-protein network, which showed certain tissue-specific behavior. For instance, for the house-keeping genes, the average degrees in the brain and testes, and the average betweenness centrality in the testes are significantly greater than the expected mean values, which indicate that in these tissues the proteins encoded by house-keeping genes tend to have a greater number of direct neighbors and/or occupy network points incident to higher number of shortest interaction paths. For the tissue-specific genes, the average betweenness centrality in the testes and the average closeness centrality in the ovary are significantly lower than the expected mean, which suggest that the protein products of tissue-specific genes in the testes tend to occupy network positions incident to lower number of shortest interaction paths, and those in the ovary tend to be further away from other genes.
Exploring network descriptors for identifying and analyzing metabolic pathways, and for studying evolutional features and phylogenetic relationships Metabolic pathways have distinct network topological features shaped by such factors as the evolutionary processes [88, 92] . These topological features are useful and have been explored for identifying [86] and evaluating [87] the elements of metabolic pathways, studying the influence of evolution on metabolic networks [88] , and revealing that the phylogenetic relationship of the species are encoded in their metabolic pathways [89] . One strategy in generating metabolic pathways is to search for the shortest reaction paths among the possible connections between the identified metabolites using their structural similarity as the edge weightage in the metabolite graphs [86] . To remove the irrelevant metabolite candidates for each reaction path, two network descriptors (degree and betweenness centrality) have been used to filter out the nodes of lower degree value or lower betweenness centrality value that likely represent side metabolites in a reaction step [86] . In another study, multiple network descriptors such as betweenness centrality and eccentricity have been used in the development of a machine learning model (random forest model) to predict the correct and incorrect enzyme assignments, which successfully distinguished correctly and incorrectly annotated candidates of a missing enzyme (dihydroneopterin aldolase) in the Plasmodium falciparum folate biosynthesis pathway [87] .
The studies of the evolution of metabolic networks have been based on such models as the Patchwork model [88, 93] , which assumes that enzymes refine their substrate specificity after duplication events. In the early stage of evolution, most enzymes have broad substrate specificities for generating multiple metabolic pathways to produce the same metabolites. Eventually, evolution has brought selective advantage to those pathways that generate higher amounts of the key metabolites, and the duplication events lead to the specialization of the enzymes and the respective metabolic pathways. In studying these evolutionary events, five network descriptors (degree, betweenness centrality, clustering coefficient, assortativity and shortest path) have been used for characterizing the topological properties of metabolic networks [88] . The relevant studies have shown that the duplication rate of a metabolic network hubs is relatively low [94] , indicative of their central roles, while duplication of genes are mostly localized in the network [88] . Moreover, there is a high retention of duplicates between chemically similar reactions and in closely connected functional modules, and the local connectivity effect of duplications is absent in the interaction networks of nonenzymatic proteins, which suggests that the retention of duplicates results from biochemical rules that govern substrate-enzyme-product relationships [95] . In another study [89] , two networks, a network of interacting pathways and a network of interacting metabolites, were constructed from the KEGG and the November 2006 release of the Ma data set for each of the 107 species, which were represented by 35 network descriptors that measure various degree, centrality, distance and cliques-related properties. Then, the metabolic network-based distances derived from the trained regression models were compared with the phylogenetic distances derived from the 16S rRNA sequences, which showed that the metabolic network-based distances reproduce accurately reference phylogenetic distances derived from 16S rRNA sequences. These studies suggest the usefulness of network descriptors in studying the structural, evolutionary and phylogenetic profiles of the metabolic networks.
Study of the target-like characteristics of drug targets in the human protein-protein and disease networks
The targets of approved drugs possess such specific target-like characteristics as the appropriate druggable structures, substantial dissimilarity to human proteins and distinguished systems and tissue distribution profiles [9, 17, 96, 97] . In particular, these targets are distinguished in the human protein-protein and disease-gene networks such that specific network descriptors may be used as the quantitative determinants of drug targets in these networks [9, 17] . In a study of the global relationships between drug targets in the human interactome network [9] , a target protein network was first constructed by using 394 targets of 890 approved drugs wherein these targets are connected by their commonly targeted drug(s). In this network, 788 drugs share targets and 305 targets are connected to one another. This network was then overlaid onto the human protein-protein network [98] composed of 7533 proteins and 22 052 non-self-interacting and nonredundant interactions. Overall, 260 targets were mapped onto the human protein-protein network, which on average have a higher degree (with 42% more interacting proteins) than that of the nontarget proteins in the same network. In another study of the druggability properties of 304 targets of approved drugs in the human protein-protein network [17] , a protein-protein network model of 7764 proteins and 28 149 interactions derived from the Human Protein Reference Database [74] , in which the drug targets were found to have increased average betweenness, suggesting their tendency to bridge two or more clusters of relatively closely interacting proteins.
The distribution behavior of the drug targets in the human disease network has also been studied [9] . A human diseasegene network of 1284 distinct disorders and 1777 disease-related genes was generated from the OMIM-based disorder-disease gene associations [50] , wherein a link is established between a disorder and a disease gene if a mutation in that gene leads to the disorder. Disease genes associated with a single disorder are omitted. In this network, there are 166 genes encoding the targets of approved drugs, 43% of which are associated with two or more disorders. For both the disorder nodes connected to a drug target and the disease gene nodes encoding a drug target, their average degrees are higher than random cases. Moreover, the distribution of the drug targets in this network exhibits a clustered pattern with the targets primarily enriched in some regions of the network. Specifically, starting from a node in the network, the ratio of drug targets with respect to the distance from the node was measured, which showed a strong enrichment in the first and the second neighbors and thus a bias toward clustering of drug targets in the network.
Evaluation of the feasibility of using drug target-relevant network descriptors for developing machine learning target prediction models A study has been conducted to further test whether some of the above-described drug target-relevant network descriptors are useful for developing machine learning classification models to predict drug targets based on the available network and other types of descriptors of proteins [17] . In that study, 237 targets (positive samples) and 5037 nontarget proteins (negative samples) were used for constructing and testing the machine learning models (naive Bayesian classifier, logistic regression, radial basis function network and Bayesian network models) in distinguishing targets and nontarget proteins in the human genome. These target and nontarget proteins were represented by two network (degree and betweenness) and three other (tissue expression entropy, SNP-based C ratio and functional family assignment) descriptors. The machine learning models were each trained and tested by using the 10-fold cross-validation method [99] . The performance of these machine leaning models was evaluated by the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) score that measures the overall performance of each model integrated over the entire range of false-positive and false-negative rates. The ROCs of these four models were found to be significantly higher than the value of 0.5 of a random classification model, indicating the usefulness of the network descriptors as part of the ingredients in developing drug target prediction tools based on the sequence, structure and systems profiles of proteins.
Perspectives
The functional studies of proteins frequently require the use of multiple approaches from the perspectives of genetic sequences, protein structures, molecular interactions and biological networks. Protein functional studies particularly at the biological systems and cellular levels can be greatly enhanced by the exploration of the network theories, descriptors and models developed in other fields [12-14, 20, 21, 100-102] and in the study of biological systems [1-3, 6, 9, 103] , which offers much more expanded perspectives and avenues to the understanding of biological systems and cellular internal organization, evolution and dynamic behavior than the studies based on the concept of individual molecule or independent group of molecules [1] . The progress toward reliable network-based studies of the biological and disease processes may be constrained by the insufficient information about biological networks, limited capability of the available network analysis and modeling methods and the inadequate computational resources for facilitating the analysis and modeling of biological networks. By providing the facility of the computation of comprehensive network descriptors useful for studying biological systems, PROFEAT complements the other resources in the information [72, 104] , modeling tools [105] , parameters [106] of biological pathways and the data of PPIs [107] [108] [109] for collectively facilitating the investigation of the protein functions and the network dynamics and their roles in biological and cellular systems [1] , disease processes [2] and therapeutic regulations [3] .
Key Points
• PROFEAT web server computes the currently most comprehensive (upto 313) network descriptors to characterize the node/network-level topology, connectivity and complexity properties of a network.
• It supports different types of networks with different biological representations in terms of binding constants, molecular levels and directed processes.
• It is user friendly with simple input/output and easy operation.
• This article reviewed the usefulness of network descriptors in systems biology applications (e.g. proteinprotein interaction network, metabolic network, disease network, drug-target network and gene regulatory network)
• PROFEAT network descriptors could facilitate the functional biological investigations by providing the systematic properties of molecular interaction networks, offering the expanded understandings of biological complex systems and revealing the higher-level clues of what the mechanisms could be.
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available online at http://bib. oxfordjournals.org/.
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